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Abstract
Model theory is a branch of mathematical logic that studies mathematical structures, such
as  graphs,  groups,  fields,  etc.,  from the  point  of  view of  logic.  In  this  dissertation,  the  author
investigates  three  different  areas  of  model  theory:  (a)  classical  model  theory,  (b)  computational
model theory, and (c) stability theory.　Concerning (a), the notion of model companion will be
studied. It is one of the most important notions in classical model theory.　If a theory T has a model
companion, T is very close to be a model complete theory, and a model complete theory admits a
weak version of quantifier elimination. The author gives some conditions for a theory of graphs
deciding whether model companionable or  not.  Meanwhile,  in  computational  model  theory,  one
theme of research is on recursion of logical concepts. This direction is relevant to decidability and
definability. In this regard, the author gives a result similar to Ressayer’s theorem in computational
model theory [1, 3].   On the other hand, stability theory tackles generalization of notions of linear
independence and algebraic independence for structures. The author applies stability frameworks to
come up with a model theoretic analogue of Schröder-Bernstein theorem [4].
 
In the following, we give some details on the results presented in the dissertation. 
 
(a) In the first part, we study model companion of theories extending the graph axioms. We prove
general results concerning the existence of model companion. Then, by applying these results to the
case of graphs, we give a series of companionable and non-companionable examples. The following
statement is the main theorem of this part:
Theorem 1. Suppose that T admits a definable extension and that it is finitely axiomatized. Then T
has a model companion.
(b) In the second part, we introduce a new construction of real closed fields by using an elementary
extension of an ordered field with an integer part satisfying PA. This method can be extended to a
finite extension of an ordered field with an integer part satisfying PA. In general, a field obtained
from our construction is either real closed or algebraically closed, so an analogy of Ostrowski's
dichotomy holds. Moreover we investigate recursive saturation of an o-minimal extension of a real
closed field by finitely many function symbols.
 The following statements are the main theorems of this part:
Theorem 2.   Let  Q be an ordered field  containing a  model  of  PA cofinally.  Let  K be a  finite
algebraic extension of Q and let K* be a proper elementary extension of K. If F is the finite part of
K* and I is the infinitesimal part of K*, then for R = F/I, the following dichotomy property holds:
1. If K is a real field, then R is a real closed ordered field.
2. Otherwise, R is an algebraically closed field.
Theorem  3. Let  T be  an  effectively  model  complete  o-minimal  L-theory  extending  RCOF by
function symbols. Let R be a model of T . Suppose that R has a non-archimedean integer part Z
satisfing PA for which new functions are well-approximated. Then R is recursively saturated.
(c) In  the last part, a first-order theory has the Schröder-Bernstein (SB) property if  for  any pair of
elementarily bi-embeddable models, the models are isomorphic. We investigate how to construct
non-isomorphic bi-embeddable countable models of a superstable multi-dimensional theory. Among
others, we give a sufficient condition for small theory to have countably many such models. 
 The following statements are the main theorems of this part:
Theorem 4. Let T be a stable complete first-order theory. Suppose that T has a multi-dimensional
stationary regular type with finite dimension in some model of T and moreover, every formula can
be extended to an isolated type. Then T does not have the SB property for countable models.
Theorem 5. Let T be a small superstable theory. Suppose that T has a multidimensional
non-atomic strongly regular type. Then there are infinitely many non-isomorphic countable universal
models.
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